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Why would you want to use 

Semantic Web techniques?

Two reasons:

1. Machine-processable representation of 

semantic information

◼ Your search engine can reason with the 

knowledge stored in your thesaurus



Use case: “Find paintings of a 

similar style.”

KLIMT, Gustav
Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer I
1907
Oil and gold on canvas
138 x 138 cm
Austrian Gallery, Vienna

MUNCH, Edvard The Scream

1893

Oil, tempera and pastel on cardboard

91 x 73.5 cm

National Gallery, Oslo



Why would you want to use 

Semantic Web techniques?

2. Interoperability

◼ Link your collection to other collections

◼ Let other people/institutes link to your 

collection

◼ Enable cross-collection access

◼ Link your KOS to other KOSs

◼ Use the knowledge encoded in other KOSs



Overview

◼ Semantic Web: for libraries

◼ Interoperability

◼ Semantic Search in the E-Culture Web 

Demonstrator



The Web: resources and links

URL URLWeb link



The Semantic Web: 

typed resources and typed links

URL URLWeb link

Henri MatissecreatorPainting

“The girl with green eyes”

MOMA San Francisco



SW Building Blocks I

◼ Resources:

◼ Everything that can be identified on or outside the web.
◼ http://www.artchive.com/artchive/m/matisse/grn_eyes.jpg

◼ http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator

◼ http://e-culture.multimedian.nl/ns/getty/ulan#500017300 (matisse)

◼ http://dbpedia.org/resource/Beatrix_of_the_Netherlands

◼ Triples of three resources

◼ Subject - predicate - object

◼ grn_eyes.jpg - dc:creator - ulan:matisse

◼ MyDocument1 - date - “2008-01-14”

◼ Beatrix - monarch of - The Netherlands

◼ The Netherlands - part of - Benelux



SW Building Blocks II

◼ Graphs of triples

defines

Amsterdam

par3

file1

Article

type 

partOf

Document

subClassOfThe_Netherlands

hasCapital

City

type 



SW Building Blocks III

◼ Standard languages to represent these 

graphs:

◼ RDF

◼ RDF-Schema

◼ OWL



SW for Libraries and Archives

SW research targeted towards cultural heritage:

◼ Standard language for library and information 

sciences: SKOS

◼ Research projects for access to cultural heritage:

◼ CATCH program

◼ MultimediaN E-Culture

◼ Library use-cases in evaluation studies (OAEI)



Interoperability Problem

MDS 2

- Field 1

- Field 1.1

- Field 1.2

- Field 1.2.1

- Field 1.3

- Field 2

- …

MDS 1

- Field 1

- Field 1.1

- Field 2

- Field 2.1

- Field 2.2

- …



Interoperability

◼ Syntactic interoperability

◼ using data formats that you can share

◼ XML family is the preferred option

◼ Semantic interoperability

◼ How to share meaning / concepts

◼ Technology for finding and representing 

semantic links



Interoperability: using standards

◼ SKOS
◼ broaderTerm

◼ narrowerTerm

◼ relatedTerm

◼ exactMatch, narrowMatch, broadMatch, relatedMatch

◼ VRA Core 4.0 Elements: e.g.
◼ title

◼ location

◼ date

◼ earliestDate (circa)

◼ latestDate (circa)

◼ material, etc.



Interoperability: reusing 

vocabularies



Interoperability: Links between 

vocabularies I

or: the myth of a unified vocabulary

◼ In large virtual collections there are always multiple 
vocabularies 
◼ In multiple languages

◼ Every vocabulary has its own perspective
◼ You can’t just merge them 

◼ But you can use vocabularies jointly by defining a limited 
set of links
◼ “Vocabulary alignment”

◼ It is surprising what you can do with just a few links



Interoperability: Links between 

vocabularies II

◼ Find semantic links between vocabulary terms:
◼ Van Gogh (WordNet) is Van Gogh (ULAN)

◼ Painter (WordNet) is more specific than Creator 
(VRA)

◼ Derain (ULAN) related-to Fauve (AAT))

◼ Automatic techniques exists, but performance 
varies.

◼ Often combination of automatic and manual 
alignment.



STICH demonstrator I

◼ 2 collections 

◼ National Library of the Netherlands 

◼ French National Library 

◼ Goal: access objects from one using the 

vocabulary of the other and vice versa. 

◼ Means: automatic semantic alignment



STICH demonstrator II



Principle 1: Semantic annotation

MUNCH, Edvard
The Scream
1893
Oil, tempera and pastel 

on cardboard
91 x 73.5 cm
National Gallery, Oslo 



Principle 2: Semantic search

Paris

Montmartre

PartOf

Query

“Paris”



Principle 3: Cross-Collection 

Search

“Tokugawa”

AAT style/period

Edo (Japanese period) 

Tokugawa

SVCN period

Edo



E-Culture Web Demonstrator



Disambiguation of search term





Faceted search Faceted 

search



Semantisch Zoeken: tokugawaZoekterm: ‘Tokugawa’



?

Experimental: Relation Search I



Experimental: Relation Search II

Choose URIs of Van Gogh and Gaugain.

Result: what relates them?

1. Van Gogh – usesStyle - impressionism – hasPainter -
Gaugain. 

2. People network that connects Gauguin and Van Gogh: 
Van Gogh  - studentOf - Cormon, Fernand -teacherOf -
Bernard, Emile - colleagueOf Gauguin. 

http://e-culture.multimedian.nl/demo/local_view?uri=http%3a%2f%2fwww.getty.edu%2fvocabularies%2fulan%23500115385
http://e-culture.multimedian.nl/demo/local_view?uri=http%3a%2f%2fwww.getty.edu%2fvocabularies%2fulan%23500012925


Current ‘Hot Topics’ in SW

◼ Scalability

◼ Conversion to SW standards 

◼ Ontology Alignment

◼ Metadata extraction (from text, from semi-

structured souces)



Final message

◼ Semantic Web can improve access within 

and across collections.

◼ Structured knowledge is available for 

reuse.

◼ Social barriers have to be overcome:

◼ E.g. licences on The Getty vocabulaires



Credits

◼ The MultimediaN E-
Culture project
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◼ STICH

◼ CHOICE

◼ MuNCH

◼ The eContentplus
TELplus project 


